Banner Passwords

Banner Admin and Self-Service Banner

Some Lehigh University faculty and staff use Banner Admin (also known as AppNav or Internet Native Banner) which is accessed at go.lehigh.edu/banner9. This environment is not the same as Self-Service Banner (SSB) which is widely used by students, staff, and faculty on a regular basis at go.lehigh.edu/ssb. Both services, however, are accessed using your normal Lehigh University username and password. Your password can be changed at http://www.lehigh.edu/change/ or reset at http://www.lehigh.edu/forgot/.

Changing an "Oracle Password"

A very small subset of faculty/staff connect to the Banner database using specialized reporting tools (such as Desktop Finance, SQL Developer, or Tableau) via Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). Changing this password can be accomplished in Banner Admin via GUAPSWD Oracle Password Change Form. A forgotten Oracle password for the Banner database can be reset by contacting inbanreq@lehigh.edu.